personalised gifts

MAKING IT
E A S Y. . .
TO S TA N D
OUT

A NEW STEP WITH
CUSTOMISED GIFTS
Bringing personalisation to the next level. The
yourChoice product programs allow you to
create a unique product in just a few simple
steps. Essential products in small quantities
and short lead-times.

Ex-factory, produced based on your
wishes. In this presentation you find
a summary of the countless options
to manufacture items in your (mix of)
colours, in an own shape and with
the most striking prints.
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RESPONSIBLE
COLLECTION
This collection of daily enjoyable functional items
is carefully assessed to increase brand-awareness
whilst assuring a respectful use of materials and a
longer-lasting product. Ensuring that our actions
incorporate these beliefs means rethinking every
step of the product development process and our
entire operation. Integrating sustainability in the
material selection, production, personalisation and
packaging methods are examined and potential
improvements are continuously implemented. We
are committed to conduct business in a responsible
and trustworthy manner.

More sustainable materials. Whenever possible, and
whilst focussing upon functionality and quality, the
More Than Gifts collection is, where relevant, gradually
upgraded or substituted with newer and more sustainable
materials. This means selecting high quality materials
that are recycled or lend themselves to recycling,
materials derived from renewable sources and ethically
sourced. The centrepiece of this is supporting our
suppliers in implementing innovative processes to
produce more sustainable materials.
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Reduce waste. In the way we interact with our
environment, unnecessary waste is no longer an option.
Replacing disposable products made of non-renewable
resources by reusable products or biodegradable materials
is an important step forward. Also rethinking the way we
pack and distribute goods give opportunities to reduce
waste. As of 2018 we started to streamline box sizes and
packaging methods in order to reduce the amount of
polybags and cardboard used. Ongoing individual item
packaging is being evaluated and streamlined to offer a
smarter solution.
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PICTOGRAMS
Minimum order quantity
own PMS colour

These items provide
a “greener” option

Minimum order
quantity

Recycled PET material

PMS colour

Wireless charger

Organic cotton

Paper weight GSM

Antibacterial

Fully customised

2500
MOQ

Full colour

150
MOQ

Storm umbrella

23”
23” Umbrella size
Card protection
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
BOTTLES
The most popular single wall aluminium
bottles in the colours of your choice.
Delivery time from 8 weeks

1000
MOQ

Choose the colour of the body, the lid and the carabiner
and add your full colour 360 degrees design imprint.

YC8287

YC9805

YC9350

300 ml. The carabiner is not for
climbing (non professional use).

400 ml. The carabiner is not for
climbing (non professional use).

750 ml. The carabiner is not for
climbing (non professional use).
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CUSTOMISED
SPORTS BOTTLES
Design your own stainless steel
bottle in the colour of your choice!
Choose between single or double
wall steel, between 500 or 750 ml
and pick your favorite lid.
Delivery time from 6 weeks

100
MOQ

MS9450

MS9475

MS8450

MS8475

Single wall
bottle 500ML.

Single wall
bottle 750ML.

Double wall
bottle 500ML.

Double wall
bottle 750ML.

Choose your favorite lid:

1

2

4

5

3

6
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FULLY CUSTOMISED APRONS
Choose from the most popular standard colours
or have your own logo colours closely matched.
Customise it further with embroidered or allover
printed designs.
Delivery time from 6 weeks

250

2500

MOQ

MOQ

MPAP04

230gr

Long uni-sex waist apron (2-patch pockets) in durable 230gsm
Polyester (80%) and Cotton (20%) blend.
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MPAP03

230gr

Short uni-sex waist apron (3 pockets) in durable 230gsm
Polyester (80%) and Cotton (20%) blend.

Adjustable

Pocket

MPAP02

230gr

Kitchen apron in 230gsm cotton (20%)
polyester (80%) material.

MPAPD1

190gr

Bib apron in white 190gsm cotton material printed
digitally allover.

MPAPS1

230gr

Bib apron in 230gsm Cotton material.

Standard colour
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In order to know for sure that the cotton is organic,
our cotton is certified by OCS or GOTS.
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Cotton
Bags made of cotton are durable, easily washable
and help to reduce pollution. Organic cotton is
similar to cotton with the difference being it is
naturally grown without the use of any pesticides,
herbicides, fertilizers, or any other chemicals. The
number of organic cotton farms is increasing
quickly however still accounts for a very small part
of overall cotton production worldwide.

O R G A NIC COTTON IS
N AT U R A LLY GR OWN
WIT HOUT USE OF A NY
P E S T I CID E S, HE R B ICID E S,
FE RTILIZE R S
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
COTTON BAGS
Choose from different natural materials and
have your design printed from edge to edge
to maximise the impact of your message.
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

250

1000

MOQ

MOQ

Choose from one of our standard sizes or have your
bag created in your own custom measurements.

MB8101 (digital)
Size: 38(w) x 42(h) cm.
Long handle 70 x 2 cm.
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MB8101 (silkscreen)
Size: 38(w) x 42(h) cm.
Long handle 70 x 2 cm.

(Organic)
Cotton
105 gsm

MB8115
Size: 33(w) x 36(h) cm. Short handle
39 x 2 cm. Shoulder strap: 110x2.5cm.
Optional: metal buckle to make the
strap adjustable.

(Organic)
Cotton
140 gsm

(Organic)
Cotton
180 gsm

(Organic)
Cotton
280 gsm

MB8102
Size: 38(w) x 42(h) cm.
Short handle 36 x 2 cm.

MB8103
Cotton bag with gusset and long
handles 38(w) x 10(d) x 42(h) cm
Long handle 70 x 2.5 cm.

MB8106
Cotton bag with gusset and long
handles 50(W) x 15(d) x 40(h) cm.

MB8104
Cotton bag with 10cm bottom and long
handles 38(W) x 10(d) x 42(h) cm.

(Organic)
Cotton 320 gsm

MB8110
Foldable cotton bag with drawstring
closure on pouch. Size: 38(w) x 50(h) cm.
Long handle 70 x 2 cm.

MB8111
Shopping bag with punch handle and long handles.
Size: 30(w) x 40(h) cm. Long handle 60x2.5cm.
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MB8201
Canvas beach & shopping bag with
rope handle 40(W) x 32(h) cm.

MB8202
Canvas beach or and shopping bag
with rope handle 48(W) x 38(h) cm.

MB8302
Cotton drawstring bag 37(W) x 46(h) cm.

MB8301
Cotton drawstring bag 37(W) x 41(h) cm.

HIGHER RESOLUTION
DESIGNS
Specially developed Cotton for brightly
coloured and photographic designs.
Making higher resolution designs also
possible on a natural fabric.
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

Higher
resolution

250
MOQ

Normal
resolution

Choose from one of our standard sizes or have your
bag created in your own custom measurements.

MB8401
Size: 38(w) x 42(h) cm.
Long handle 70 x 2 cm.

MB8403
Size: 38(w) x 10(d, side+bottom) x
42(h) cm Long handle 70 x 2.5 cm.

MB8601
Size: 37(w) x 41(h) cm.
Drawstring 0.5 cm dia.

(Organic)
Cotton
220 gsm

MB8406
Size: 50(w) x 15(d), side+bottom) x
40(h) cm Long handle 70 x 2.5 cm.
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REUSABLE VEGETABLE
AND FRUIT BAGS
Durable and Washable. Choose one size,
or order the full set. Add your logo design
and customise the Kraft sleeve packaging.
Delivery time from 4 weeks.

250
MOQ

Optional paper
wrapping

MB9101
MB9102
MB9103
MB9104

30(w)x20(H) cm
30(w)x35(H) cm
30(w)x40(H) cm
3 pieces set

Recycled-PET mesh with
polyester cord and ABS closure.
Add your design label or choose
a full colour all over design on
the RPET mesh fabric itself.
Packed in custom kraft sleeve.
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Backside
Front

MB9009
MB9010
MB9011
MB9012

30(w)x20(H) cm
30(w)x35(H) cm
30(w)x40(H) cm
3 pieces set

100% cotton. Mesh fabric front and the
regular backside makes this the best
option for your large all over printed
design. Packed in custom kraft sleeve.

MB9005
MB9006
MB9007
MB9008

30(w)x20(H) cm
30(w)x35(H) cm
30(w)x40(H) cm
3 pieces set

100% cotton. Mesh fabric front and
back with your custom design cotton
label. Packed in custom kraft sleeve.
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A large part of the solid waste in the world is
attributed to PET plastic. Which is why we give
a new life to the plastic.
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RPET
PET is the most common type of plastic, mostly used
for packaging and disposable bottles/containers. A
large part of the solid waste in the world is attributed
to this packaging. Recycled PET also known as RPET,
is the most widely recycled plastic in the world. The
use of recycled PET, by giving a new life to an already
made product in place of virgin resin, results in reduced
environmental impact.

R EC YC L E D PE T A LSO KNOWN
A S R PE T, IS THE MOST
WID E LY R ECYCLE D PLA STIC
IN TH E WOR LD.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
SHOPPING BAGS
Minimise the impact on the environment
and choose from a range of models, and
materials, such as Paper, PP-woven, RPET
or non-woven to maximise the impact
of your message. Entirely reusable, your
environmentally friendly bag has never
been so trendy.
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

Handle material
and colour
Closure
Colour
Trimmings
Material

1000
MOQ

Photo
Printing

Materials
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RPET with
lamination

PP woven with
lamination

Non Woven

Non Woven with
lamination

Choose from one of our standard sizes or have your
bag created in your own custom measurements.

3000

Heat
seal
5

4

2

1

3

Choose from one of our standard sizes or have your bag created in your own custom measurements.
1

MO4070
Horizontal shopping bag.
Size: 36x32x12cm.
2

MO4120
Horizontal shopping bag.
Size: 42x32x24 cm.

3

MO4080
Horizontal shopping bag.
Size: 42x32x16 cm.

5

MO4340
Horizontal shopping bag.
Size: 45x35x10 cm.

4

MO4190
XL horizontal shopping bag.
Size: 90x38x35 cm .

Also available
in RPET
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1000

1000
3
2

1

3000
4

5

Heat
seal

Heat
seal
1000

3000

Delivery time from 5 weeks.

1

MO4030
Vertical shopping bag.
Size: 37x41cm.
2

MO4060
Vertical shopping bag.
Size 40x45x17 cm.
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3

MO4050
Vertical shopping bag.
Size: 32x40x9 cm.

5

MO4310
Vertical shopping bag.
Size: 25x35 cm.

4

MO4330
Vertical shopping bag.
Size: 30x38x10 cm.

Also available
in RPET

1000

2

MOQ

3
1

5

4

Delivery time from 5 weeks.
1

MO4240
Foldable shopping bag.
Size: 40x35x20 cm.
2

MO4230
Foldable shopping bag.
Size: 30x35x15 cm.

3

MO4210
Cooler bag.
Size: 34x34x17 cm.

5

MO4100
Cooler bag.
Size: 32x22x24 cm.

4

MO4090
Cooler bag.
Size: 21x15x17 cm.

Choose from one of our standard sizes or have your bag
created in your own custom
measurements.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED LUNCH & PICNIC BAGS
These bags are made of insulated materials which can keep foods and drinks cool or
warm for several hours. Use the full surface to print your message in your wished design.
Delivery time from 6 weeks.
250
MOQ

24

MB2006
Bottle cooler bag with drawstring
closure. Dimensions: 10,5 dia *28(h) cm.

MB2010
2-layer lunch/cooler bag with shoulder strap
in small size. Dimensions: 20x15,5x15 cm.

MB2012
Large picnic/cooler bag with shoulder
strap. Dimensions: 34,5x20x29 cm.

MB2013
Extra large picnic/cooler bag with shoulder
strap. Dimensions: 34,5x25x37 cm.

MB2011
Lunch/cooler bag with shoulder strap in
medium size. Dimensions: 26,5x16,5x22 cm.

YC9853
Cooler bag and backpack with front
pocket. Dimensions: 29x20x35 cm.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
REUSABLE BAGS
Reusable bags with a full surface to print
your message. These bags are the perfect
functional and eco-friendlier gifts.
Delivery time from 4 weeks.

250

2500

MOQ

MOQ

210D

MB1010
XL foldable bag in 210D with
zippered pouch. Size: 49x60 cm.
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MB1110
XL foldable bag with zippered pouch.
100% recycled PET. Size: 49x60 cm.

100% RPET

MB1011
Foldable vest shopping bag in 210D
with inside pocket. Size: 41x63 cm.

MB1111
Foldable vest shopping bag in 100% RPET
with inside pocket. Size: 41x63 cm.

MB1007
Foldable 210D shopping bag with
single layer handles and pouch.
Size: 39x58x12 cm.

MB1107
Foldable shopping bag in 100%
RPET with single layer handles
and pouch. Size: 39x58x12 cm.

MB1009
210D shopping bag with single
layer handles (without pocket).
Size: 41x56 cm.

MB1109
100% RPET shopping bag with
single layer handles (without
pocket). Size: 41x56 cm.

MB1008
Foldable shopping bag in 210D with
single layer handles and inside
pocket. Size: 41x56 cm.

MB1108
Foldable shopping bag in 100%
RPET with single layer handles and
inside pocket. Size: 41x56 cm.

MB1003
Foldable 210D shopping bag with
double layer handles, in pouch
with plastic hook. Size: 39x50 cm.

MB1103
Foldable 100% RPET shopping bag
with double layer handles, in pouch
with plastic hook. Size: 39x50 cm.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
BACKPACKS
These bags are ideal for day-trips and
the all over printable surface gives the
largest area for your custom design.
Delivery time from 4 weeks.

250

2500

MOQ

MOQ

MB3001
210D drawstring bag
with PU corners.

MB3101
100% RPET drawstring bag
with PU corners.

Optional safety
closure

MB3011
Polyester drawstring bag.

MB3111
100% RPET drawstring bag.

210D Polyester
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100% RPET

MB3006
Large drawstring bag.

MB3106
Large 100% RPET
drawstring bag.

MB3003
Backpack with zipper
and mesh pocket.

MB3010
Football drawstring bag.

MB3004
Drawstring bag in T-shirt shape.

MB1005
Foldable backpack.

MB3103
100% RPET drawstring bag with
zippered polyester mesh pocket.

MB1006
Foldable backpack.
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SPECIAL FABRICS

MB3023
100% Polyester (220gsm) drawstring bag for
a firm structure and vivid colours.

MB3022
Drawstring bag in 230D 100% Twill Polyester.
A durable bag for sport and other events.

MB3021
Drawstring bag in durable 150D x 300D 100%
Twill Polyester for a fine and soft touch.

MB3012
Reflective safety drawstring bag
(CE EN13356) with neon colour cords.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
WATERPROOF BAGS
Great for the beach, kayaking, and day trips. This
waterproof bag also has the perfect surface to
display your all-over printed message.
Delivery time from 3 weeks.

150
MOQ

Optional shoulder strap

1,5L

MB8001
Waterproof bag in PVC (0,36mm).
Size: Ø 12*24 cm.

3,5L

MB8002
Waterproof bag in PVC (0,36mm).
Size: Ø 15*32 cm.

5,8L

MB8003
Waterproof bag in PVC (0,36mm).
Size: Ø 18*35 cm.

10L

MB8004
Waterproof bag in PVC (0,50mm).
Size: Ø 20.5*47 cm.
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THE BEST SELLING BACKPACKS FULLY CUSTOMISED
Delivery time from 7 weeks.
250 2500
MOQ

MOQ

01

Select body
colour

02

Select mesh
colour

Choose the fabric
colour.Ask us the
available colours.

20+ colours

20+ colours
Choose the mesh fabric
colour. Ask us the
available colours.

03

Select bottom
colour

04

Add your special
logo design

Choose the bottom
fabric colour. Ask us the
available colours.

A

C

B

Full colour label on PU
badge (max. 8x8cm)
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Metal badge with 1
colour soft enamel
(max. 8x8cm)

Metal logo on PU badge
with 1 colour soft enamel
(max. 4x2 cm)

E

D

Debossed PU leather
badge (max. 8x8cm)

20+ colours

6 unique options

F

Debossed PU leather
badge with 1 colour
inkfill (max. 8x8cm)

2 colours PVC badge
(max. 8x8cm)

13”
YC9328
Backpack in 600D 2 tone polyester with outside pocket with
zipper. Zipper main compartment on backside for better
protection. Size 26x13x43 cm.

YC9294 13”
600D 2 tone polyester backpack with padded shoulder strap with
main internal compartment. Includes one internal 13 inch laptop
compartment. Zipper main compartment on backside for better
protection. Size 26x13x45 cm.

3

15”
YC8958
15 Inch computer backpack in 300D 2 tone polyester. Includes one
internal 15 inch laptop compartment and one main front part with
zipper pocket. Padded back and shoulder straps. Additional pocket for
Tablet compartment. Trolley holder back side. Size 30x14x45 cm.

YC9600
600D 2 tone Polyester backpack padded. Including mesh pocket
for your bottle or umbrella. Zipper main compartment on backside
for better protection. Size 29x13x38,5 cm.
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ADVENTURE BACKPACK
FULLY CUSTOMISED
Mix and play with different colours for the various
sections of the bag, straps, zipper, pocket, and
personalise it with your preferred design.
Delivery time from 6 weeks.

500

1000

MOQ

MOQ

MB4004
Backpack in 600D polyester. Mesh pockets
on both sides. Size: 29x16x46 cm.
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MB4001
Backpack in 600D polyester with outside
pocket with zipper. Size: 29x11,5x38 cm.

MB4003
Backpack in 600D polyester with outside
pocket with zipper. Size: 24x10x31cm.

ALLOVER PRINTED
POLYCOTTON
BACKPACKS
These bags are ideal for school and
the all over printable surface gives the
largest area for your custom design.
Delivery time from 6 weeks.
250
MOQ

+
Cotton

Polyester

Polycotton fabric made from a
blend of cotton and polyester fibre
making it more tear-resistant than
100% cotton.

MB4031
Backpack in polycotton with outside pocket
with zipper. Size:27(w) x 12(d) x 41(h)cm.
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FULLY CUSTOMIZED CAPS
Let your imagination run free and create the perfect
cap in just a few steps! Choose from 10 different fabrics,
dozens of standard colours and start customising!
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

150

500

MOQ

MOQ

MH2002
Brushed heavy cotton, the ultimate style.
Structured 6 panel, medium profile baseball cap.
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MH2006
Heavy
cotton

Brushed heavy cotton with contrast stitching.
Structured 6 panel, medium profile baseball cap.

Heavy
cotton

MH2001
Structured 6 panel, medium profile baseball cap.
Premium cotton twill for a fine texture and
suitable for a detailed embroidery.

MH2005
Premium
cotton

Structured 6 panel, medium profile.
Pre-curved visor with sandwich.

Premium
cotton
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MH2312

MH2313

Cotton front with multi-colour visor
and sport mesh back (6 panel).

Cotton

Sport
Mesh

Heavy cotton front with single-colour visor
and sport mesh back (6 panel).

Cotton

Cotton

Cotton

Sport Mesh

Sport Mesh

MH2201
Classic trucker hat. 5 panel high profile,
polyester front with mesh back.
Polyester
Polyester Mesh
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Sport
Mesh

MH2202
Polyester

Mesh

6 panel high profile trucker hat.
Polycotton front with mesh back.
Polycotton
Polyester Mesh

Polycotton

Mesh

MH2309
Structured 6 panel, medium profile. Made of 100%
polyester diamond-patterned jacquard fabric, ideal
for casual wear or sport attire.

MH2311
Polyester
diamond jacquard

MH2307
Structured 6 panel, medium profile. Jersey fabric is made of
97% polyester and 7% spandex. This makes it light and flexible.

Ripstop (100% polyester) fabric for golf and other sport
events. Structured 6 panel, medium profile cap.

Ripstop
Polyester

MH2308
Jersey
fabric

Structured 6 panel, medium profile.
Made of breathable sports mesh fabric.

Sport
Mesh
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MH2206
Acrylic fabric. 6 panel high profile snapback
hat designed for long term use.

Acrylic

MH2204
5 panel, high profile snapback hat.
Polyester foam front with mesh back.
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Polyester
Polyester Mesh

Polyester
foam

Mesh

MH2315
Stretch Fitted Cap. Structured 6 panel, medium profile
baseball cap in adult size (fit most). Pre-curved visor
with sandwich and elastic sweatband.

Premium
cotton

Stretchable
headband

Premium
cotton

Stretchable
headband

MH2314
Stretch Fitted Cap with a closed back. Structured 6 panel,
medium profile baseball cap in adult size (fits most).
Pre-curved visor and an elastic sweatband.
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MH2316
100% Polyester for all over printed designs.
Structured 5 panel, medium profile baseball cap.

Polyester

MH2317
100% Polyester for all over printed designs.
Structured 6 panel, medium profile baseball cap.
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Polyester

MH2303

MH2302
Polyster bucket hat. 4 Air eyelets on
the sides for better air flow.

Brushed heavy cotton sun visor.

Polyester

MH2301
4 panel low profile performance cap with curved visor.
Light weight microfiber with mesh designs on the sides.

Heavy
cotton

MH2304
Microfiber

Mesh

Structured 6 panel, medium profile safety cap.
Luminescent polyester fabric.

Luminescent
Polyester
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL
SCARFS 100

Polyester

100%
RPET

MOQ

Keeps wearers warm in the cold and
cool in the heat. With a full surface to
print your message, these multi-scarfs
are the perfect functional gifts.
All over printed. Delivery time from 2 weeks.

Optional paper
wrapping

HEADBANDS

ML3003

ML3103

Polyester (140gsm). Size 50x25cm.
Add the optional antibacterial
treatment (ISO 20743).

100% RPET (140gsm). Size 50x25cm.

MH3001

MH3101

Polyester (140gsm). Size ca. 25x11cm.
Add the optional antibacterial
treatment (ISO 20743).

100% RPET (140gsm).
Size ca. 25x11cm.

100
MOQ

Full colour unisex headbands made of
stretchy polyester. Size ca. 25cm x 11cm.
The perfect choice for any sport where
you need to hold your hair in place.
Delivery time from 2 weeks.
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UPF50+
Sun Protection

Fleece

Polyester

Lycra

ML3403

ML3203

ML3006

CoolMax®. Size ca. 50x25cm.

UPF50+ Sun Protection. Size ca. 50x25cm.

Polyester (140gsm) + Fleece (180gsm).
Add the optional antibacterial treatment
(ISO 20743) to the polyester tube.

MH3301

MH3201

MH3002

CoolMax®. Size ca. 25x11cm.

UPF50+ Sun Protection.
Size ca. 25x11cm.

Polyester silicone and elastic for a secure fit.
Size ca. 26x1.5cm.
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL
SCARFS 100
MOQ

Keeps wearers warm in the cold and
cool in the heat. With a full surface to
print your message, these multi-scarfs
are the perfect functional gifts.
All over printed. Delivery time from 4 weeks.

Optional paper
wrapping

ML3023

ML3033

Polyester Multiscarf with inside pocket for a filter or disposable masck.
Also available in recycled PET: ML3123.

Polyester Multiscarf with nose clip for an improved fitting.
Also available in recycled PET: ML3133.
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NON-MEDICAL,
WASHABLE AND
REUSABLE FACE
COVER
Tested and Compliant with:
CWA17553:2020; EN13274-7; ISO9237
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

100
MOQ

MF3006

MF3001

MF3104

MF3102

Reusable antibacterial facecover
made of cotton and polyester for
adults and kids. Tasted before- and
after 25 wash cycles. Compliant
with REACH and CWA 17553:2020.

Reusable antibacterial facecover
made of cotton and polyester for
adults and kids. Tasted before- and
after 10 wash cycles. Compliant
with REACH and CWA 17553:2020.

Reusable face cover for adults and
kids made of cotton and recycled
PET, packed in reusable zip bag.
Tested before- and after 50 wash
cycles. Compliant with REACH and
CWA 17553:2020.

Reusable face cover for adults
made of cotton and recycled PET
with adjustable earloops, packed in
reusable bag. Tested before- and after
50 wash cycles. Compliant with REACH
and CWA 17553:2020.

Above face covers fall in category 2 (EN13274-7, ≥ 70%, Filtration of aerosols). Please contact us regarding the latest regulations and recommendations regarding these products.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
COTTON BEANIES
Multiseasonal cotton beanie.
Great for wearing when the
temperature begins to drop.
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

250

2500

MOQ

MOQ

Choose from 36+ Standard colours.

Reflective print
Reflective print is a great option
for custom for custom beanies.
It enhances the visibility of the
wearer and your logo.
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MW5001

MW5002

Cotton beanie 190gsm, 95% cotton, 5%
elastane. Available in 3 sizes.

Cotton beanie with contrast stitches 190gsm,
95% cotton, 5% elastane. Available in 3 sizes.

FULL COLOUR
BEANIES
Full colour, all over printed,
multiseasonal double layer
polyester beanies.
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

250
MOQ

Full Colour.

MW5004

MW5003

MW5004

Full colour double layer beanie 190gsm, 100%
polyester 1 size fits most.

Full colour beanie with fleece lining 190gsm,
100% polyester 1 size fits most.

Fleece
Fleece lining makes this beanie
also suitable for colder weather.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
ACRYLIC BEANIES
Choose 1 or mix 2 pantone
colours to create your perfect
double layer beanie.
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

250
MOQ

MW1009
Reflective beanie for better visibility at night.
100% acrylic with fleece lining. 1 size fits most.

With flash light
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Without flash light

MW1004
Double layer beanie with coloured stripes.
100% Acrylic. 1 size fits most.

MW1001
Double layer beanie. 100% Acrylic. 1 size fits most.
Also available in RPET: MW1101.

MW1002

MW1003

Double layer cuff beanie. 100% Acrylic. 1 size fits most.
Also available in RPET: MW1102.

Double layer beanie with coloured trimming.
100% Acrylic. 1 size fits most.
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SWANKY SOCKS
CUSTOMISED
Swanky socks offers a unique product that
truly adds the personal touch to marketing
campaigns. That element of personal luxury
that makes clients and staff alike feel this
particular premium is just for them.
Delivery time from 4 weeks
100

100

MOQ

MOQ

01

Choose a pattern
30 available

02

Or create your
own design

03

04

Select your colours

Choose the packaging

PMS Match

(Full colour, custom design)

Custom Tag (Included)

Premium gift box (upgrade)
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Choose a Swanky pattern
or create your own design!
Let’s
Collaborate
For the first time this premium retail brand is exclusively distributing fully
customized socks in Europe.
Find out more about us on
Swankysocks.com.

Ask us for all 30 models
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
UMBRELLAS
Instead of having limitations on what
you can and cannot print, let your
imagination run wild with the endless
personalisation options we offer.
Delivery time from 4 weeks

100

500

MOQ

MOQ

MO8776

23”

23 inch (dia. 102cm), with black plated metal shaft
and fiberglass ribs. Plastic tips, auto opening button
and rubberized hook handle.
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MO8779 23”

MU3006 23”

23 inch (dia. 102cm), with black plated metal shaft
and ribs. Metal tips, auto opening and EVA handle.

Umbrella with wooden shaft and hook
handle, 23 inch (dia. 102cm). Metal ribs
and wooden tips. Auto open.

MO8581

27”

27 inch (dia. 122cm), with black plated metal shaft
and ribs. Metal tips, auto opening and EVA handle.

MU7008

27”

27 inch (dia. 122cm). With fiberglass shaft
and ribs. Plastic tips, auto opening and
straight plastic handle.

MU9001

30”

30 inch (dia. 132cm) golf umbrella. Black plated
metal shaft and double ribs. Metal tips, manual
opening and EVA handle.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
UMBRELLAS
Your favourite umbrella is available from
stock but can also be created according
to your exact specifications. The panels in
your logo colours or even with an all over
printed photo design. It’s your Choice.
Delivery time from 4 weeks
100

500

MOQ

MOQ

MU2001

21”

3 fold, 21 inch (dia. 93cm) zinc plated
metal shaft and ribs. Plastic handle
with wrist strap. Manual closure.
Including matching pouch.
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MO8780 21”
3 fold, 21 inch (dia. 95cm) premium
umbrella. Zinc plated shaft, fiberglass
ribs. Automatic opening and closure.
Including a matching pouch.

ONE-PANEL-UMBRELLA
Have your full colour photo-image
design printed all-over without being
interrupted on this 1-panel-umbrella!
Delivery time from 4 weeks

100

500

MOQ

MOQ

MU3108
23 inch, with black plated metal shaft and fiberglass ribs.
Plastic tips, auto opening and rubberized hook handle.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
BEACH TOWELS
Full colour towels are great
for promoting your brand.
Choose from different
personalisation techniques
and create your own design.

01

02

03

Choose from the 3 most popular
customisation techniques

Choose for the
best speed & price

Choose
your size

Europe
Europe

70x140cm
75x150cm
100x180cm

From 5 weeks

Jacquard (woven)

Full colour

Relief (embossed)

From 100 pcs

From 100 pcs

From 250 pcs

The front side of the towel
is printed full colour with
your wished (photo) design
and has a soft texture. The
back of the towel is white.

The logo design appears
as a flat surface where the
terry loops are missing. This
process creates excellent
debossed designs.

The logo design appears
as a flat surface where the
terry loops are missing. This
process creates excellent
debossed designs.
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Far East
Far East
From 12 weeks

70x140cm
80x160cm
100x180cm

WOVEN &
RELIEF BEACH TOWELS
These options are ideal when a
discreet logo design is required.
Delivery time from 6 weeks.

100
MOQ

Optional with tied
fringles

Standard with lose
fringles

MT4005/MT4008

MT4006/MT4007

MT4009

Relief woven beach towel. (100% cotton).

2-3 colour woven (jacquard) beach towel. (100% cotton).

Relief woven Hammam & Terry beach towel (100% cotton).

MT4005 Europe production

100

MT4006 Europe production

250

MT4009 Europe production

MT4008 Far East production

1000

MT4007 Far East production

1000

90x150cm 90x180cm 100x180cm

100
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FULL COLOUR
PRINTED BEACH
TOWELS
Have your design printed from
edge to edge to maximize the
impact of your message!
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

100
MOQ

MT4001/MT4002

MT4003

Full colour beach towel (cotton/polyester)
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MT4001 Europe production

100

MT4002 Far East production

250

100

Full colour beach towel (100% microfiber)
Far East production

MT4004

1000

2-8 colour reactive printed towels (100% cotton)
Far East production.

FULL COLOUR
SPORT TOWELS
From beach, golf or cooling towels
using the maximum space for your full
colour design. Create your own style
in the size and fabric of your choice.
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

100
MOQ

Optional paper
wrapping

MPCT01

MPGT02

Cooling towels. 100% polyester.
Sizes: 80x30cm/100x30 cm.
Also available in 100% RPET: MPCT11

Golf towels. Blend of polyester and cotton.
Sizes: 30x30cm/59x30cm.
Also available in 100% RPET: MPGT12
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ALLOVER PRINTED BEACH ITEMS
250

1000

MOQ

MOQ

(Organic)
Cotton 280 gsm

MB8202
Canvas beach & shopping bag with
rope handle 48(W) x 38(h) cm.
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

MB8201
Canvas beach & shopping bag with
rope handle 40(W) x 32(h) cm.
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

MPFB01

500

Foldable frisbee with pouch.
Delivery time from 4 weeks.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
WATERPROOF BAGS
Great for the beach, kayaking and daytrips,
this waterproof bag has also the perfect surface
to display your all-over printed message.
Delivery time from 3 weeks.

150

2500

MOQ

MOQ

Optional shoulder strap

3,5L

1,5L

5,8L

10L

MB8001

MB8002

MB8003

MB8004

Waterproof bag in PVC (0,36mm).
Size: Ø 12*24 cm.

Waterproof bag in PVC (0,36mm).
Size: Ø 15*32 cm.

Waterproof bag in PVC (0,36mm).
Size: Ø 18*35 cm.

Waterproof bag in PVC (0,50mm).
Size: Ø 20.5*47cm.
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COLOURFUL & ALL OVER
PRINTED FAN COLLECTION
500
MOQ

MPFN03

MPFN03

Manual hand fan in bamboo
with 80gsm paper fabric sheet.
Delivery time: from 4 weeks.

MPFN02
Manual hand fan in wood
with 210T polyester fabric sheet.
Delivery time: from 4 weeks.

MPFN02

MPFN01
Manual hand fan in plastic
with 210T polyester fabric sheet.
Delivery time: from 4 weeks.

MPFN01
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SLIPPERS
Available in any Print or
Pantone colour you like!
Delivery time from 7 weeks.
500
MOQ

500 pairs per colour,
size and design.

MU5001

MU5002

MU5003

Single layer (PMS colour)
beach slippers.

Double layer (multi colour)
beach slippers.

Tripple layer (multi colour)
beach slippers.
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SUNGLASSES
FULLY CUSTOMISED
Having the frame or even the
lenses printed is a unique
way to sell your brand
Delivery time from 4 weeks.

250
MOQ

01
Choose your material

02

03

04

Select your colours

Choose your lens

Add your logo

Up to 12 colours or PMS match

UV400 Cat 3. Smoked. Mirrored Colours

Smoked
Plastic

Silver

Gold

Red
All over

Purple Green

Blue

Bamboo
Smoked

Wheatstraw
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Mirrored Blue

On the lens

Combine colours,
matching lenses

Add a logo on a lens

Full colour allover

Plastic Standard colours

MPSG01
Fully customised sunglasses with optional antibacterial
treatment (ISO 22196) for the MPSG01. Create your
favorite design with the numerous possibilities.

Paper packaging

Optional full colour
polyester pouch
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Bamboo

MPSG02
Fully Customised Sunglasses with Bamboo
arms: full colour design, pantone matching
& colour combinations.
Plastic frame colours

Wheatstraw

MPSG03
Fully Customised wheat straw/PP
Sunglasses: pantone matching & colour
combinations.
Wheatstraw colours

Natural

Grey

Green Orange

Paper packaging
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Blue

CLEANING CLOTHES
Soft, scratch-free microfiber fabrics!
For smartphones,tablets, computers
and eyeglasses.
Delivery time from 3 weeks.

250
MOQ

MPGC01

MPGC04

Cleaning cloth. Full colour printed
microfiber. Also available in RPET
(MPGC11)

Cleaning cloth with debossed logo
design. Also available in RPET (MPGC14)

RPET

Optional paper packaging

Choose size

15x17 cm

12x17 cm

12x12 cm

Full Colour envelope

Kraft envelope
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PONCHO
Have your design printed on top
of our Standard colour models
or go for a Poncho in your
preferred Pantone colour.
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

1500

1500

MOQ

MOQ

MP0015

MP0025

MP0020

Popular printable poncho (0,015mm).

Durable poncho for multicolour
logo-prints (0,025mm).

Poncho for 2-colour logo-prints (0,02mm).
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POLYLACTIC ACID
(PLA) PONCHO

Standard colour
1000 5000

MP0015-PLA

MOQ

MOQ

Functional, biodegradable and with your
logo on it. PLA Poncho with self-material
pouch. Delivery time: from 5 weeks.
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WRISTBANDS
Whether it’s for a cause, charity,
fundraiser, or event - you can be
sure we have the customisation
options you need to make
perfect bracelets.
Delivery time from 2 weeks.
100

100

MOQ

MOQ

ML3011

250

Adjustable 2-tone cord wristband with printable rubber
tube. Now also available with antibacterial treatment.
Rubber tube

ML3010

250

Adjustable 2-tone cord wristband with printable
rubber tube and metal closure. Now also available
with antibacterial treatment.
Rubber tube
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ML3005

250

Pantone matched silicone wristband.
Size: 200x12x2 mm | 180x12x2 mm.

ML3009

100

Polyester wristband with woven logo and a
single use security closure. Size 34x1.5 cm.

ML3004

100

Full colour polyester wristband with a single use
security closure. Size 34x1.5cm. Also avialable in RPET
(ML3104). Add the optional antibacterial treatment.
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MORE
SUSTAINABLE
MATERIALS
Whenever possible we offer the
option to choose a sustainable
material, meaning that they are
recycled or materials derived
from renewable sources.

Why Wheat Straw?
Wheat-straw is mainly an agricultural waste product
that remains after grain or juice is extracted from the
crops. Wheat straw is recently being used as filler for
thermoplastic composites as polypropylene or ABS. It
is a valuable environmental friendly resource that, while
upgrading the outlook of many reuseable products,
helps to reduce the amount of plastics used while
reusing natural resources.
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Why RPET?
PET is the most common type of plastic, mostly
used for packaging and beverages disposable bottles/
containers. A large part of the solid waste in the world
is attributed to this packaging. Recycled PET is known
as RPET, and it is the most widely recycled plastic in the
world. The use of recycled PET by giving a new life to
an already made product in place of virgin resin results
in reduced environmental impact..

Why Bamboo?
Bamboo is one of the fastest growing plants (grass)
and it can replenish itself within a year with a minimum
water need and without need of fertilisers to boost its
growth. Since bamboo is naturally pest-resistant there
is no usage of pesticides. Bamboo is a very renewable
resource, strong and durable. It absorbs more
CO2 from the air and releases more oxygen which
improves the air quality. Bamboo is 100% natural and
biodegradable.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
LANYARDS
Take your pick from over 30 models, choose
from the different materials, accessories,
colours and add your logo design to create
your perfect corporate Lanyard.
Delivery time from 2 weeks.

01

02

03

04

Choose your style

Choose your material

Choose your colour(s)

Choose your accessories

Over 30 models.

7 materials: Polyester, Recycled PET, Corn,
(Organic) Cotton, Cork, Bamboo.

Choose a standard or have your own
colours matched.

Add a safety breakaway, a detachable buckle,
a different closure and/or a badge.

(plastic)
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(wheatstraw/PP)

FULL COLOUR
LANYARDS
Sublimation lanyards for unique
designs with photographic
images. Now also available with
antibacterial treatment.
Delivery from 8 working days.

100

Safety breakaway
(wheatstraw/PP)

A: 100x80mm
B: 112x174mm
C: 75x125mm

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

MLAS02
ABS

MLAS03
ABS

ML1104 Fine Polyester.
ML1303 100% RPET.

ML1204 Fine Polyester.
ML1304 100% RPET.
Optional straw accessories.

ML1016 Fine Polyester.
ML1316 100% RPET.

ML1020

Detachable buckle
(wheatstraw/PP)

ML1016 / ML1316

Plastic safety breakaway
(plastic)

ML1204 / ML1304

Detachable buckle
(plastic)

ML1104 / ML1303

MOQ

ML1020 Fine Polyester.
Adjustable length.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
FLAT LANYARDS
Choose from a wide variety of materials,
pick one of the standard colours or have
your own logo colours matched and add
the optional antibacterial treatment.
Delivery from 8 working days.

100

100

MOQ

MOQ

RPET

Cotton

Corn

Bamboo

Cork

Polyester:
15 standard colours or choose your Pantone.

A: 100x80mm
B: 112x174mm
C: 75x125mm
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L3

L4

L5

L6

MLAS02
ABS

MLAS03
ABS

ML1101 Flat Polyester.
ML1103 100% RPET.

ML1102 Flat Polyester.
ML1203 100% RPET.
Optional straw accessories.

ML1036 Organic Cotton.
ML1037 With detachable buckle.

ML1038

L2

ML1036 / ML1037

L1

ML1102 / ML1203

Safety breakaway
(wheatstraw/PP)

ML1101 / ML1103

Detachable buckle
(wheatstraw/PP)

ML1038 100% Cork.

ML1035 100% Corn
Optional straw accessories

ML1028 100% Bamboo.

ML1029 100% Bamboo
Optional straw accessories

ML1131 / ML1132

ML1029

ML1028

ML1035

ML1034

ML1034 100% Corn.

ML1131 Satin & Polyester webbing.
ML1132 With detachable buckle.
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ROUND & SPECIAL
LANYARDS
Always wanted something else?
Choose for round lanyards or have
your logo printed in 3D! Now also
available with antibacterial
Delivery time from 3 weeks.

100

100

MOQ

MOQ

Polyester:
15 standard colours or choose your Pantone.

Round Safety breakaway

Safety breakaway

L1

L2

L4

L5

L3

A: 100x80mm
B: 112x174mm
C: 75x125mm

MLAS02
ABS
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MLAS03
ABS

ML1007 Polyester cord.
With PMS colour PVC badge.

ML1009 Polyester cord.
With PMS colour woven label.

ML1109 Polyester cord.
With PMS colour woven label.

ML1018 Polyester cord.
With domed ABS slider.

ML1047 Nylon cord.
Full colour & woven label.

ML1046 Tubular Nylon.
Full colour & woven label.

ML1013 Tubular Polyester.

ML1040 Flat Polyester.
3D printed design.

ML1041 Flat polyester. 3D
printed design. With plastic
detachable buckle.
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SPECIAL
LANYARDS
From metallic logo’s,
reflective layers to silver
Glitter! Take your pick!
Delivery time from 3 weeks.

100

100

MOQ

MOQ

Polyester:
15 standard colours or choose your Pantone.

A: 100x80mm
B: 112x174mm
C: 75x125mm
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L4

L5

L6

MLAS02
ABS

MLAS03
ABS

ML1042 Fine polyester.
Metallic foil logo design.
ML1043 With plastic
detachable buckle.

ML1044 Flat polyester.
With Iridescent layer.
ML1045 With plastic
detachable buckle.

ML1021 Flat polyester
With reflective threads.
ML1022 With plastic
detachable buckle.

ML1023 Flat polyester.
With reflective layer.
ML1024 With plastic
detachable buckle.

ML1025 / ML1026

L3

ML1023 / ML1024

L2

ML1021 / ML1022

L1

ML1044 / ML1045

Safety breakaway

ML1042 / ML1043

Detachable buckle

ML1025 Flat polyester
with glitter material layer.
ML1026 With plastic
detachable buckle.

CHARGING CABLE
LANYARDS
Charging cables and lanyards are
functional giveaways and always
come in handy.
Delivery time from 3 weeks.

100
MOQ

12cm

20cm

Lanyard: 90Cm

Full colour

2 in 1
USB-A to Micro-B

3 in 1
USB-A to Micro-B
and Type C

90cm

MC1004 Charging cable lanyard with USB-A to Micro-B
(2 in 1 pin). Including metal hook. Length: 90, 20 or 12cm.

12cm

20cm

90cm

MC1005 Charging Cable lanyard with USB-A to Micro-B

(2 in 1 pin) and Type C. Including metal hook. Length: 90, 20 or 12cm.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
KEY TAGS & CARABINERS

100

100

MOQ

MOQ

Customise your favourite key tag in any design or choose a
carabiner to attach your water bottle or other items to your bag!

Also available
in RPET

Delivery time from 3 weeks.

ML1033

MK2212/13/14

MK2112/13/14

Round nylon short strap
with engraved buckle.

Key tag with triangular shaped end.
Embroidered, Woven or Full colour.
Also available in RPET (MK2513/2514).

Key tag with double metal ring.
Embroidered, Woven or Full colour.
Also available in RPET (MK2413/2414).

MK2012

MK2013

MK2014

Embroidered key tag.
Sizes: 13x3 cm / 10x2,5 cm / 6x1,5 cm.

Woven key tag.
Sizes 13x3 cm / 10x2,5 cm / 6x1,5 cm.
Also available in RPET (MK2313).

Sublimation key tag.
Sizes 13x3 cm / 10x2,5 cm / 6x1,5 cm.
Also available in RPET (MK2314).
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ML1030
Sublimated fine
polyester short
strap. Also available
in RPET (ML1330).

ML1027

ML1031

Sublimated
polyester twill
short strap.

Knotted cord
key tag with
rubber tube.

ML1032

Carabiner with
knotted cord and
rubber tube.

ML1011

ML1411

ML1211

ML1212

Carabiner with
polyester strap.
Size: 9x2 cm /
2 cm width.

Carabiner with
sublimated strap.
Also available in
RPET (ML1311).

Carabiner with
PVC label.

Bottle opener
carabiner with
PVC label. Size:
9x2.5cm.
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REFLECTIVE ITEMS
Be seen! This range of reflective (custom shape) items are the ideal gifts to enhance
the visibility of the wearer and that of your logo! For safety use? Choose for reflective
material which meets the CE EN13356 Directive.
Delivery time from 3 weeks

250
MOQ

Promotional use
EN13356
Safety use

MK2019 (EN13356)

Reflective PVC key tag (8.5x3cm)
MK2020 for promotional use.

MK2027 (EN13356)

MK2023 (EN13356)

MT1005 (EN13356)

Custom shape reflective sticker (max.
6x6cm) MK2028 for promotional use.

Custom shape reflective keychain (max.
6x6cm) MK2024 for promotional use.

Reflective luggage tag (6x20.2cm)
MT1006 for promotional use.
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MK2021 (EN13356)
Reflective fabric key tag (8.5x3cm)
MK2022 for promotional use.

MK2025 (EN13356)

Reflective magnetic clip (5x13cm)
MK2026 for promotional use.

SAFETY BAND

SAFETY BAND
ML4001

ML4101

ML4002

ML4102

Reflective safety slap band (Norm EN
13356). Sizes: 23x3 cm | 32x3 cm | 40x3 cm.

Custom shape reflective safety
slap band. (Norm EN 13356).

Promotional reflective slap band
(not for safety use). Sizes: 23x3 cm
| 32x3 cm | 40x3 cm.

Custom shape reflective slap
band (not for safety use).
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REFLECTIVE BAGS
Be seen! This drawstring bag is made of reflective
EN13356 fabric. Add your edge-to-edge logo
design and choose your favourite colour
neon-colour cords.
Delivery time from 4 weeks

250
MOQ

MB3012
Reflective safety drawstring
bag (CE EN13356) with neon
colour cords.

Standard neon
colours cords
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MPSC03

MPSC02

250

Delivery time from 3 weeks

MOQ

MPSC02

MPSC01

MPSC03

MPSC04

Recycled-PET saddle cover.

210D polyester saddle cover.

Polyester, reflective saddle cover.

210T waterproof saddle cover.

Standard colours

Standard colours

Standard colours

Standard colours
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HYGIENE MULTITOOL
Eliminate hand to surface contact and
reduce your risk to germ exposure with
these customisable multi-tools.
Delivery time from 4 weeks
250
MOQ

Custom packaging
Add a full colour double sided
paper and use the full surface
to print your message.
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Standard colours

Standard colours

MK1011
Hygiene multi tool with touch tip (zinc alloy, 28,6gr).

Standard colours

MK1012
Hygiene multi tool with touch tip & bottle opener (zinc alloy, 25gr).

500

MOQ

MK1016
Hygiene Multitool with touch tip and bottle opener. Material:
stainless steel. Dimensions: ca. 70x30x2.5mm. N.W. 9g.

Standard colours

500

MOQ

MK1014
Hygiene Multitool with touch tip and bottle opener. Material:
stainless steel. Dimensions: ca. 90x30x2.5mm. N.W. 13g.
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PINS & BUTTONS
Fully customized pins & buttons are
the ideal accessories to guarantee
daily exposure of your brand.
Delivery time from 2 weeks.

Custom packaging
Add your message by adding a
individual custom packagings
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MPIN01

MPIN02

Custom shape, soft enamel
(recessed surface).

Custom shape lapel pin with imitation
hard enamel (smooth surface).

MBTN01

MBTN04/MBTN05

Full colour, round shape
Sizes: 25, 35, 45, 55, 65mm.

Special shape Pin Button.

MPIN03

MPIN04

Custom shape, full colour
aluminium sheet.

Custom shape, full colour epoxy.

Custom packaging
Add your message by adding a
individual custom packagings
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
TOKEN KEYRINGS
All tokens are available in Euro
and the latest 1£ shape.
Delivery time from 2 weeks.

250
MOQ

Token are standard
available in € or GBP.

MK4005

MK4006

MK4007

Soft enamel
(recessed surface).

Full colour
aluminium sheet.

Enamel with full
colour imprint.

MK4011
Colourful aluminium.
Standard colour platting
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MK4009

MK4009

Full colour, custom shape.

Full colour, standard shape.

Custom packaging
MK4010

MK4001

Claw shape.

House shape holder.

Standard colours

Customised trolley tokens offer daily
exposure to your brand. Add a custom
packaging with your printed message!
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
KEYRINGS

Custom shape Keyrings are the ideal
accessories to guarantee.

MK2005

MK2006

Nickel plated iron with soft enamel
(recessed surface).

Nickel plated zinc alloy with soft
enamel (recessed surface).

Nickel plated zinc alloy with imitation
hard enamel (smooth surface).

MK2007
Zinc alloy. With rotatable ring and
soft enamel (recessed surface).

MK2009

MK1005

MK1007

Zinc alloy. With swing mechanism and
soft enamel (recessed surface).

Zinc alloy and PU leather key ring.

Zinc alloy and PU
leather key ring.

PU Leather standard colours

MOQ

Delivery time from 4 weeks.

MK2001
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250

MK2005

MK1005

CUSTOM PACKAGING
Add your message by adding a
individual custom packagings.

MK1016

MK4006

MK1007
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LED

MK2015

MK2016

MK2004

MK2003

PVC vinyl key chain
in own shape.

PVC vinyl key chain with
LED light in own shape.

Stainless steel with offset/epoxy.

Your keyring will surely make an
impression utilising the versatility
of soft rubber PVC.

MK2017

MK1008

MK1004

Floating EVA key chain in own shape.

Radiator key ring.

Pantone matched silicone key ring with
optional trolley token.
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CUSTOM PACKAGING
Add a full colour double sided
paper and use the full surface
to print your message.

MK2015

MK4009

MK1001
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PVC KEYRINGS
Your keyring will surely make an
impression utilising the versatility
of soft rubber PVC.
Delivery time from 4 weeks
(MK1003 from 8 weeks)

250

250

MOQ

MOQ

MK1001

MK1002

MK1003

2D PVC with design on 1 side.

2D PVC with design on 2 sides.

3D PVC custom shape.
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LUGGAGE
STRAPS & TAGS
Delivery time from 4 weeks.
250

MOQ

MOQ

Sublimation

250

Flat Polyester luggage strap with
detachable buckle. Also available
in RPET (ML2101).

ML2004

ML2001

ML2104

Full colour Suitcase jacket & backpack holder.
Also available in RPET (ML2106).

ML2001

ML2101

ML2006

ML2004

Fine Polyester luggage strap with
detachable buckle. Also available
in RPET (ML2104).

MT1001

MT1002

MT1003

Large luggage tag. Size: 65(w)x104(h) mm.

Small luggage tag. Size: 65(w)x80(h) mm.

2D custom shape luggage tag.
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LIGHT UP
SPEAKER & USB
Put a light on your brand
with these unique products
in your favorite colours!
Delivery time from 3 weeks.

100
MOQ

01
Which colour casing?

Black

Blue

02

03

Which colour light?

Add your engraved logo-design

Red

Green

Speaker

Grey

Red

Blue

Yellow
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White

USB

MO5321
4.2+EDR Bluetooth speaker in ABS with rubberized coating.
Including 300 mAh battery and USB charging cable. Rated
power: 3W. Playing time approx. 3h.

USB

2.0

MO1115

USB

2.0

MO1116

USB

2.0

MO1117

USB

2.0
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THE USB SPECIALIST
The best selling models are availabe in every
desired colour casing or clip. Also Type-C
is now among the options to choose from!
Delivery time from 2 weeks.

100

500

MOQ

MOQ

USB

2.0

Use your own PMS!
Or choose a standard colour.

USB

2.0
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MO1001

USB

3.0

MO1301

MO1103

MO1104

Clip printed digitally.

Full colour domed.

USB

3.0

USB

2.0

USB

2.0

USB

MO6001

MO1102

USB

3.0

2.0

MO1312

USB

2.0

MO1101

USB

3.0

MO6004 Type C

MO1311

USB

2.0

MO1106

USB

3.0

MO1306
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GREENER CHOICE USB’S
Delivery time from 2 weeks.

100

500

MOQ

MOQ

MO9871

MO1201

MO1202

Wheat straw/PP casing.

Wooden casing.

Bamboo casing.

MO1055

MO1082

Wooden casing.

100% recycled plastic.
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WALLET SIZE
USB’S
Choose for the standard ABS casing or
for the greener choice Straw/PP. Now
also available in mini format.
Delivery time from 2 weeks.

100
MOQ

MO1259

MO1275

MO1059

MO1159

Straw/PP, 84x52x3.4mm.

Straw/PP, 60x30x1.8mm.

ABS, 85x55x3 mm.

ABS, 84x52x3.4 mm.
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CUSTOMISE YOUR GIFT
Yourchoice is the concept that allows you to easily create a unique product. In
addition to customisation by mixing and matching with colours and materials you
can elevate your customers satisfaction by taking personalization to the next level:
Custom shape products!
Delivery time from 4 weeks.
100

500

MOQ

MOQ

MO1PV1-5
Tailor Made PVC USB in your own 2D or 3D shape.

MO5202
MO5201
Round shape PVC wireless charger. Size 75x75x15.5mm.
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Custom shape PVC wireless charger.
Minimum size: 75x75x15,5 mm / Maximum size: 140x80x15,5 mm.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
POWER BANKS
Order your favourite power banks and
wireless charger in your own colour, all over
printed or even in a custom made gift box.
Delivery time from 5 weeks.
MO9498
Wireless aluminium charging
power bank with 4000 mAh
capacity. Includes Type C
connector. Packed in optional
custom made gift box.

500
MOQ

MO8735
Power bank 4000 mAh
in aluminium.

MO8839
Power bank 8000 mAh
in aluminium.

MO9141
Power bank 4000 mAh with
type C input/output port in aluminium.
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Packed in optional
custom made giftbox

MO9498
Wireless aluminium charging power bank with
4000 mAh capacity. Includes Type C connector.
Packed in optional custom made giftbox.

MO9238
Wireless charging power
bank in 8000 mAh. Rubberized finish.
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RFID ITEMS
RFID-blocking items are made to protect users
from a very particular brand of electronic
pickpocketing, called RFID skimming.
Delivery time from 3 weeks.

MGRF02

500 RFID blocking sleeve in matt or shiny
MOQ
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finishing. Size: 59x88 mm.

MGRF01

100 RFID blocking card with chip.
MOQ

Size: 85,5x54x1,2 mm.

CUSTOMISED
PHONE
ACCESSORIES
Phone accessories offer daily exposure
to your brand and can be ordered in
your favorite colour!

Pantone matched two function silicone
phone stand and wallet which securely
holds 2-3 cards. Size: 95x57x4mm.

Delivery time from 3 weeks.

500

500

MOQ

MOQ

MPHN06

MPHN07

MPHN08

MPHN15

Pantone matched silicone phone snap
stand. Size 85x42x2mm.

Pantone matched silicone phone wallet
with sticky tape to attach it to the back of
the smartphone. Size 55x85x2mm.

Pantone matched silicone smartphone holder
and hanger with card compartment. Size
56x86x4mm. Length cable 85cm.
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500
MOQ
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MPHN03

MPHN04

Self-adhesive Sticky cleaner for all mobile
phones and tablets, delivered on a printed
card (100x57mm, 300gsm).

Pantone matched silicone phone wallet
with detachable full colour printed
microfiber cleaning cloth (125gsm).

250 MPHN10

250

MOQ

MOQ

Magnetic air vent mount holder with 2D
custom design (up to 4 colours).

MPHN16
Two function, foldable ABS phone stand and holder with
full colour doming. Own PMS colour from 2.500 pcs.
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PAPER
NOTEBOOKS
Design your customized
notebook. A personalised
notebook is one of the best
promotional products, the perfect
surface for your message.
Deliver time from 4 weeks.

250
MOQ

80 gsm

options
Customized

Satin ribbons
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Elastic bands

NOTEA4 / A5 / A6
Paper cover notebook. 80 sheets, 80gsm offset paper.
Size A4: 216x303 mm (closed). | Size A5: 154x216 mm (closed).
Size A6: 111x154 mm (closed).

A4 A5 A6

Add your Logo / Print on each individual
page or insert extra customized pages
to convey your company message.
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PU-LEATHER NOTEBOOKS
Take your notebook to the next level and
choose the features that best suit your logo.
Deliver time from 4 weeks.

250
80 gsm

MOQ

PU-leather colours

Your logo on each page or
insert extra full colour sheets to
convey your message.

HAPUA5

HAPUS5

HAPUA6

SOPUS4

SOPUA5

A5 hard PU cover notebook.
Size: 153x216 mm (closed), 80
sheets, 80 gsm offset paper.

Hard PU cover notebook.
Special size 130x211mm
(closed). 80 sheets,
offset paper.

A6 hard PU cover notebook.
Size 110x154mm (closed).
80 sheets, offset paper.

Soft PU cover notebook.
Special size: 185x245 mm
(closed). 80 sheets, 80 gsm
offset paper.

A5 soft PU cover notebook.
Size: 148x210 mm (closed), 80
sheets 80 gsm offset paper
80gsm.
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HAPCS5
B5 hard PU cover notebook.
Size: 190x251mm (closed), 80 sheets
Gold / Silver / Copper.
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COMBO NOTES
The most practical and popular
models made available in standard
and recycled paper.
Deliver time from 4 weeks.

250
MOQ

COMB01

COMB01

COMBE1

COMB02

COMBE2

Hard cover ComboNote
(size: 106x77 mm, closed) with 100
sticky notes (80 gsm) of 100x72
mm, 25 of 50x72 mm and 20
markers in 5 colours.

Recycled Hard cover ComboNote (size:
106x77 mm, closed) with recycled
sticky notes (80 gsm) of 100x72 mm
and 50x72 mm; and recycled markers
in 3 different colours.

Soft cover ComboNote
(size: 100x75 mm, closed) with 50
sticky notes (80 gsm) of 100x72 mm,
25 of 48x72 mm and 20 markers
in 5 colours.

Recycled Soft cover ComboNote (size:
100x75 mm, closed) with recycled
sticky notes (80 gsm)
of 100x72 mm and 48x72mm, and
recycled markers in 3 different colours.

Markers
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Markers

Printing example

This 120gsm paper hardcover
material with canvas structure is
available in 20 colours. Have your
logo debossed for a great effect.

COMBF1
Hard cover ComboNote
(106x77mm, closed) with
100 sticky notes (80gsm) of
100x72mm, 25 of 50x72mm and
20 markers in 5 colours.

COMB03

COMB04

COMB06

COMB07

Soft cover ComboNote
(size 50x72mm, closed) with
50 sticky notes (80gsm) of 50x72mm
and 20 markers in 5 colours.

Hard cover ComboNote
(size 106x77mm, closed) with
50 sticky notes (80gsm) of 100x72mm
and 15 markers in 4 colours.

Hard cover block ComboNote
(size: 115x87x62 mm, closed) with
450 non-adhesive 80 gsm sheets of
103x75 mm, 50 sticky notes (80 gsm)
of 50x72 mm and 20 markers
in 5 colours.

Soft cover block ComboNote
(size: 95x95x33 mm, closed)
with 300 non-adhesive 80 gsm
sheets of 93x93 mm.
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FULLY CUSTOMISED
STICKY NOTES
Bright colours, different shapes
and sizes. With our quality
paper gifts you can present
throughout the entire year.
Delivery time from 2 weeks (SN01)
up to 4 weeks (PPCB01).

250
MOQ

80 gsm

PPCB01

SN01

SN02

SNES50

SNES00

Square sticky note (size: 72x72 mm,
glue on 72 mm) with 25, 50 or 100
sticky notes (80 gsm) and standard
“yourNote” back sheet.

Rectangular sticky note (size 100x72
mm, glue on 100 mm) with 25, 50
or 100 sticky notes (80 gsm) and
standard “yourNote” back sheet.

Recycled soft cover sticky note (size:
100x72 mm, closed) with
50 sticky notes of recycled
white paper (80 gsm).

Recycled soft cover sticky note
(size: 100x72 mm, closed) with
100 sticky notes of recycled white
paper (80 gsm).

Recycled paper
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Recycled paper

SNCD

PPCB01

PPCB02

Custom shape sticky note (maximum size:
105x75 mm) with 25, 50 or 100 sticky notes
(80 gsm) and standard “yourNote” back sheet.

Non-adhesive paper cube
(size: 90x90x90 mm) with ca. 900 sheets
80 gsm paper.

Non-adhesive paper cube
(size: 90x90x45 mm) with ca. 450 sheets
80 gsm paper.

SNE1

SNS250

SNS200

Heart shape sticky note (size: ca. 90x90 mm)
with 25, 50 or 100 sticky notes of recycled
white paper (80 gsm) and white recycled
back sheet (300 gsm).

Soft cover sticky note (size: 100x72 mm,
closed) with 50 sticky notes (80 gsm)
of 100x72 mm.

Soft cover sticky note (size: 100x72 mm,
closed) with 100 sticky notes (80 gsm)
of 100x72 mm.

Recycled paper
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MAKING IT EASY... TO STAND OUT

